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PRES. CHARLES N. MILLICAN got a scene tour of state Main Street Friday compliments of FTU's newly-organized crew team. Earlier in the day the team placed second in a close race with the Rollins College team.

We Live in the Present. By the Post, but for the 
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FTU Reflects Statewide and In Nixon, McGeorge Choice
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THE MAJOR breakthrough in the parking question was learning that FTU currently has no funds for parking facilities. The $42,000 that had been accumulated from the Department of Transportation allocation was re-allocated to the DOT fund, in an attempt to raise even more money to fill the Federal matching funds program.

At first glance, the whole situation sounds a bit unfair and underhanded. It sounds like another case of taking away allotted money because of "priorities.

However, this is not the case. The Department of Transportation is not required to provide funds for parking facilities—it just does. We can hardly criticize DOT for spending its money in a manner that it feels is best for the state of Florida.

THE SITUATION does place FTU in an unfortunate position. No money, little immediate hope of money and a great deal of sand.

We sincerely hope that between the FTU administration, the Department of Transportation, the Board of Regents, the state cabinet, and the Orange-Seminole legislative delegation, something constructive can be done in the future to alleviate the parking problems. Short of raising taxes, that is.

A Matter Of Opinion

By Gabriel Yanni

I have seen happy gypos and serenely smiling bedouins. I have seen endless dunes of desert sand and I have walked away from the barren tracks of civilization. I have shared their evening meals, and my face has been bared to the scorching sun by the burning wind that reigns over the Sahara. The cold, silent nights taught me the melodies of the stars, and free, running deer or other wild animal. Dreams of cooler days and through the haze of some coming new day, now that she has tasted the bitterness of our
data to it again. The sun was gone. The sky would not remember the grayish poisonous shield that

night reflects on the apex of the dunes like on a stagnant lake.

Nights I lay under palm trees, counting the stars I could perceive to the ephemeral pleasures of those nocturnal queens who make the

prostrated in front of those unchaste queens, who for a simple pleasure

My eyes searched for it again. The sun was gone. The sky would not remember the grayish poisonous shield that

and business addresses of these people in question.

I realize I would take much time in doing this, but we’ve got as much of that, unless the world should come to an end.

Thank you,

Mrs. J. T. Good,

Sahara. The cold, silent nights taught me the melodies of the stars, and free, running deer or other wild animal. Dreams of cooler days and

On hunger in the March 3 edition of the FTU

I believe an act such as this

A Matter of Opinion

Prophet's Mother

Gives Good Word

Dear Editor:

My son brings your wonderful new paper home for me to read every week and I have cancelled my subscriptions to U.S. News and World Report, Newsweek, Life, National Geographic, National Lampoon, and the Orlando Evening Star as a result. Your paper just keeps my entire family full of news and nifty stuff, but best of all we love your wonderful columnist, John the Good, who writes the best columns I have ever in my entire literary life, read. He should be paid more and be given more time off.

I am writing this to you in order to tell you how much I appreciate your work and how much I have gained from it. I have always been interested in literature and have read a great deal of it. However, I have never before read anything that has made me think as much as your columns have. I have been moved by the intense feeling

Whatever support you can give us will go directly to help keeping black students achieve a strong college education.

Please reach out a generous hand to them! It’s the surest way I know toward a better world.

What do you graduate students do (with those degrees)? To date, they have become 85 per cent of the nation’s black physicians, 75 per cent of the nation’s black Ph.D.s and more than 50 per cent of all black officers elected to public office in the U.S. And that’s only a part of the record! Hundreds of thousands of our graduates have, in recent years, been changing the course of American history by their rational, self-disciplined and determined struggles for social justice through nonviolent
data to it again. The sun was gone. The sky would not remember the grayish poisonous shield that

North. It must start in our young

I may be the long shot of the Democratic party, but don’t evan call me the dark horse!

I'm not editing anything.

Karen 

and

Dollars and Sense

Several events have taken place this week which have enlightened the campus as to the reasons for FTU’s insufficient parking facilities. Apparently everyone involved is concerned, but unfortunately, concern isn’t helping the situation.
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Campus Glances

ID CARDS
Students and faculty members are urged to pick up their new ID cards at the circulation desk on the first floor of the Library Building.

LINDSAY, CONCERT
Democratic presidential aspirant John Lindsay will be at Rolla Park tomorrow at 1 p.m. A free concert will be presented by members of the cast of "Blithe".

LIBRARY HOURS
The FTU Library will observe a shortened schedule of hours over the quarter break, March 16-27. The dates and hours are as follows:
- March 16, 7-8:30 a.m.-3 p.m., March 17, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., March 18-19, closed; March 20-24, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., March 25-26, closed, and March 27, regular hours.

Only the circulation desk will remain open until 8 p.m. March 23 and until 7:30 p.m. March 24.

Co-Op Jobs Available For Spring Quarter

Approximately 20 jobs are now available for FTU students for spring quarter through the office of cooperative education. Co-Op has lost a few to other colleges due to a lack of applications for any major. The Management Research Institute of Orlando has a position open to a person majoring in journalism, communication or a related field. A mechanical engineer may find a place at Winter Park Telephone. Three main misconceptions about Co-Op, as stated by Curt Rajchel, head of the Co-Op student organization, is that the program is only for money; that it is only for men and that it takes extra time to earn a degree. Money is only one aspect of Co-Op and by no means the main one, Jeffries said. The program is designed so that Co-Op students finish school in the same number of years as other students.

Jeffries summed up the essence of the Co-Op program: "Interested students fill out applications." Students who are interested in the jobs or in further information about Co-Op may contact Ed Rabel, Co-op coordinator in AD 374.

April Deadline Set For Job Requests

April 1 is the deadline for filing of student applications for part-time employment jobs for fall quarter, Don Doyle, financial aid advisor, said this week. Available jobs include a weekend, night and day schedule. Students interested in part-time work should complete the application and send it to the Counseling & Placement Office.

The financial aid counselors set hourly rates for their students. In order to qualify for this program, students must indicate their financial need by filing an FTU application and statement of need or a "parents' or students' confidential statement with the financial aid office on the second floor of the Administration Building. Students must remain at a 2.0 average to remain on the program.
Orchestra Appeals To All Ages
By Linda Carpenter

The FTU Philharmonic Orchestra, in its third season, played Sunday at Winter Park Junior High School to a near-capacity audience that ranged from the elderly to toddlers. Assistant professor Arpad Szomoru directed the orchestra which is composed of FTU faculty, students, staff and members of the community.

The program began with the light “Marche Hongroise” from “The Damnation of Faust” by Hector Berlioz. “Fisherman” by Emanuel Chabrier, and ended the first half with the more difficult to perform “Bolero” by Maurice Ravel. Cathy Baker and Edward Schick performed well as soloists in the Chopin piece and Ben Cox was excellent in the very difficult bassoon solo of “Bolero.”

Dr. Leonidas Sarakatsannis, chairman of the music department, and well-known pianist and composer, was the featured soloist of the Beethoven Piano Concerto No. 5 (“Emporer”). He has performed previously with the FTU Philharmonic, as well as with the Florida Symphony Orchestra.

The concert, lasting about 10 minutes, may have been a bit long for some Sunday afternoon dozers and restless children, but it was very impressive. The Adagio of the second movement has a hauntingly beautiful melody, followed by the more lighthearted Rondo. The orchestra and Sarakatsannis collaborated well together to make this a successful rendering and very pleasant afternoon for all.

A reader’s theatre and oral interpretation festival, including workshops, competition and special awards for outstanding students, staff and members of the community, according to director Frances B. Holdsworth, will be held at 3:30 p.m., an event sponsored Friday and Saturday.

“Snowbird Festival”

A reader’s theatre and oral interpretation festival, including workshops, competition and special awards for outstanding students, staff and members of the community, according to director Frances B. Holdsworth, will be held at 3:30 p.m., an event sponsored Friday and Saturday.

“The Snowbird Festival,” the event will begin at 9 a.m. Friday with registration. The first round of events will be at 11 a.m. in the Administration Building, and is open to the public. These include oral interpretation and readers’ theatre preliminary rounds. The second round of readers’ theatre is scheduled for 1:30 p.m. Friday.

Dr. Melvin White, author of the first readers’ theatre textbook, will speak from 3 to 4 p.m. Friday in the Science Auditorium. White, chairman of the music department, will present three awards for outstanding performances which White will critique. At 10:30 a.m., experts from Florida colleges and universities will join to discuss different aspects of readers’ theatre.

An awards luncheon, with White presiding, will be held at 12:30 p.m. in the Ramada Inn, at which special awards for outstanding performances will be given.

The Snowbird Festival is workshop, competition and instruction combined into one event, according to director Frances Johnson, visiting communication professor.
Senior Art Renders Life Anew

By Grace Kehrer

Some time ago the question was asked, "...if you render to Caesar and give unto God what is Caesar's and give unto God what is God's; all that art, that is art." The Senior Art Exhibit which ends today in the library may provide one answer to that question.

Janet Avis and Vicki Doggett live, work and create in the realm where frogs, moths and unicorns live. Among those creatures, Janet and Vicki wander freely, recording and making concrete those breaths of life that interest them. Under their talented hands and sensitive eyes the private realm of the frogs, moths and unicorns live.

"Each individual is a connoisseur of dreams, but must have blinded themselves to any vision other than the ordinary. They allow their experiences and impressions to flow in the evasive and eddies of their minds. While bits of the things of life die from neglect in the visceral membranes of the simple man, it is the artists who breathe new life into those forgotten dying things. Hidden behind a three-dimensional world of life, the artist lifts the veil of the ordinary, veiling eyes. In the name of discovery, self and whimsy, they give to Caesar and render to God what is God's; all that art, that is art."
Lambda Chi Little Sister Liz favors this maxi by Mikey Juniors of California. A green and yellow bodice tops the skirt of orange and yellow alternated with purple and red panels. A scalloped bottom repeats the green and yellow of the top. HOLLIE O'BRIEN offers FTU students an extra special this month. Bring this picture to the shop and register for a free Young Edwardian dress to be given away in a drawing March 25. You need not be present to win and no purchase is necessary. The Aloma Shopping Center, Aloma Ave., Winter Park.
Pat's dark blue super-wide bells and halter top are perfect for Spring picnics. The top is a blue/green/white scarf. But Tessie can't be outdone for casual evening wear in her jersey, backless dress. It features a red/purple/white print on an orange background, and is finished by a red suede dog collar and suede wedges. All these fashions are from STUFF TO WEAR in the Winter Park Mall.

Lambda Chi Little Sister Joan will be wearing a California-style frock from LEEDY'S AROUND THE CORNER for Easter. The red polyester/cotton blend voile features full sheer sleeves and patchwork trimmed bodice. The open front closes with ties to the waist and a yoke completes the back. Styled by Young Edwardian. 311 Park Ave. South, Winter Park.

Laura's ready for Spring parties in white cord super lows by Hillbilly, topped by cotton knit skinny ribs. The two-tone top, with a green body and maroon print sleeves, is by Gordon Gregory. Setting off the outfit is a flower tooled calfskin belt by Ram Leather. Try them on at CAPTAIN THREADS, 427 Altamonte Ave., Altamonte Springs.
The brothers of Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity are planning their annual ATO fish fry trip for the beginning of spring quarter. This past Saturday night a brave stand made by the brothers at the March of Dimes Walkathon. Starting at five in the afternoon and out to be as much fun for the brothers as for the little sisters.

The Delta is at it again! The picture was taken of the brothers at the TKE house for sale, Eastbrook W.P. 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, fenced yard.

The brothers of Phi Alpha Epsilon like to thank the TKE's for putting on a successful TKE tournament, PAE won 74-73 taking the title for the second year in a row. After this year's TKE game which the PAE's will be playing they will be playing the last movie in the Classics program sponsored by the Delta Sigma Phi chapter of Phi Alpha Epsilon. During the afternoon sessions featured Ron Dussich, regional director of LEA, Dr. Richard Murdock, Consul, Joe Hartman, regional director of LEA, Patrice Foster, District Chairman; Mrs. Judy Cole, Regional 5 Conference of LEA, Consul, Joe Hartman, regional director of LEA, and Michaela Murdock, Consul.

Sorority for a Charter.

The brothers of Sigma Chi Sigma held election of officers Sunday night. The officers for the spring and summer quarter are as follows: counsel, Joe Hartman; annotator, Marjorie Hamm; pledge class president, Tom Garreau; and treasurer, Fred Daigle. The officers for the spring and summer quarter will be in a cast for six weeks.

The Delta Sigma Phi are graduating with a scholarship to Debbie Hanshew. Sigma Chi Sigma is presently striving for an excellence of achievements in field science. World Brother Marty Cruz deems the brothers of Sigma Chi Sigma an appropriately nominated brotherhood at the March of Dimes. Sigma Chi Sigma is planning a meat cookout in order to reallocate some surplus funds. The Delta Sigma Sigs are graduating with a masters in business administration. The Lambda Sigma chapter plans to formalize a lake water treatment program to be conducted twice a year.

FLU's Beta Lambda Chapter became the 114th Collegiate Chapter of Delta Delta Delta last weekend. The whole weekend was taken up with fraternity initiation and socials. In addition, eight Beta Lambda Sigs are graduating with a masters in business administration.

The pledge class elected Mike Dunn; tribune, Fred Daigle; and quater, Tom Garreau, as pledge class president, Mike Dunn; tribune, Fred Daigle; and quater, Tom Garreau, as pledge class president.

The brothers of Phi Delta Epsilon like to thank the TKE's for putting on a successful TKE tournament, TKE won 74-73 taking the title for the second year in a row.

Florida and Miss Andrea Milward, Field Counselor. These women also helped in installing the charter. The charter members included: Mrs. Doug, Joie Cole, Kyle Filer, Elizabeth Hatt, Cathy Jonum, Diane Nixon, Peggy Oehl, Bob Powers, Carol Smith, Wanda Schlrader, Cynthia Smith, Sharon Smith, Patrice Stover, Pamela Warren and Kenny Wrony. Charter initiates were Sherri Flink, Wendy Martin, Charlene Hoeck, Cheryl Poe, Cindy Powell. The first initiates were Annette Alexander, Hamms Campbell, Rhonda Clark, Kathleen Dennis, Kimmy Field, Debbie Hanshew, Deborah Grunefeld, Marjorie Hamm, Karen Horne, Janet Kinscut, Tracey Knowles, Michelle Mc superficial or partly possible to know each other better. It was a heartfelt evening all and TKE benefited much from it.

This past Sunday night the brothers and neophytes went through a Help night that turned out to be an amazing fun for the brothers as for the neophytes. Starting at five in the afternoon and ending at three in the morning with a final ritual, the brothers and neophytes really went together some good old fun. Most memorable was the beard stand made by the brothers versus the little sisters. After an afternoon of football, among other things, the TKE's were proud to defeat the aggressive neophyte team.

Brother John DMaggio and Tony Cruz are planning the brotherhood at the March of Dimes Walkathon on March 18. Next quarter the brotherhood will petition the National Fraternity for a Charter.

Starting April third the brotherhood will compete in the softball intramurals.
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BOOK EXCHANGE
LIBRARY 243

WILL RECEIVE BOOKS
MARCH 13—17

WILL SELL BOOKS
MARCH 22—30

REDEMPTION PERIOD
FOR BOOKS AND MONEY
APRIL 3—5

EXCHANGE WILL BE OPEN
10 AM TO 3 PM
Clark, Fluitt Set New Highs
In Florida Tech Record Books

It has been said that figures lie and that lies figure. But in the case of the recently-completed FTU basketball season, the statistics just about tell the story of the entire season.

For instance, their opponents a mere 79 points a game -- an average that can be attributed directly to Clark, the Knights' high-scoring guard. Clark averaged 13.9 points a game before having to leave school because of illness.

On the other hand, FTU's other leading scorer, Mike Smith, who shows lots of promise, averaged 11.8 points a game.

FTU's basketball team scored a stingy defense, that permitted their opponents a mere 79 points a game. Smith hit at an 11.2 ppg average. The entire Knight team featured a balanced scoring attack and Smith had 43 points against Atlanta Baptist and Fluitt broke the rebounding record against Hawthorne, hauling down 21 rebounds.

The FTU Swimming Pool will open March 27, the first day of spring quarter. The pool is located in the triangular meet held on Lake Maitland last Friday. (Photo by Craig Powell)

According to FTU's rowers finished second in the triangular meet held on Lake Maitland last Friday. (Photo by Craig Powell)

Weightlifters Host Meet
Here Tomorrow

The Florida Tech Weightlifting Club will host a dual one-lift meet with the University of Florida tomorrow. It will be held in the Weightlifting Room (LR 100) in the college library and is scheduled to begin at 6 p.m.

Only one lift will be contested, therefore the meet will be fairly short. The clean and jerk lift to be contested is the lift in which the weight must be lifted over the head of the lifter.

For FTU, they will be trying to end a two-year series of near-misses against the Florida Gators. In the Florida Collegiates championships the last two years, FTU has finished both times, falling by a single point in each meet.

Seven lifters will represent FTU in the meet. They are: Farrell Byrd, Kirk Stone, Marty Lee, Jeff Heinz, George Regan, Kirk Siegal and Harvey Newton. Admission to the meet is free and the public is invited.

The FTU crew team strains in unison as it starts its first crew season. FTU's rowers finished second in the 2,000 meter race, in a close match with Rollins. The University of Alabama at Huntsville finished third in the triangular meet held on Lake Maitland last Friday. (Photo by Craig Powell)
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For Quarter
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Goldsox Demolish Embry-Riddle, 20-0

By Larry McCorkle

After politely giving away their first two games of the season, the Goldsox finally relented Saturday night against a hapless squad from Embry-Riddle by a score of 20-0.

Goldsox veteran pitcher Steve Sadowski started with because it has enjoyed success in the early stages of the season. The Goldsox committed seven errors—five in the first two games. Goldsox’s pointing at a .00 average. Tuttle is hitting at a .400 clip, while shortstop Gillis is hitting .346. Tuttle and Gillis lead ATU in batting with a hefty .400 average.

Tuttle And Gillis Add Punch To FTU Lineup

By Joe Atkins

FTU Goldsox co-captain Allan Tuttle and Tim Gillis have much in common, but one thing stands out above all the rest—they both love to play baseball. Tuttle is quite outspoken when the subject of baseball coach Jack Petillo is brought up: "Coach Petillo has been out here now for the past two years and he is a real ball player. But the school won’t let the ball-players register for the baseball program. The school is looking for ways to raise money, but the ball-players try and sign up for the program."

Tuttle and Gillis have some strong feelings concerning the athletic program at FTU. "We have to pay all of our own expenses on road trips," said Tuttle. "We have to buy our own meals, pay for gas and even buy our own hats." Tuttle and Gillis have some strong feelings concerning the athletic program at FTU. "We have to pay all of our own expenses on road trips," said Tuttle. "We have to buy our own meals, pay for gas and even buy our own hats."

"I don't understand the small budget," added Gillis, "because we aren't playing at the varsity level.
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Gillis and Tuttle plan on trying to score by a fine throw from centerfielder George Milwee. Jacobs faced only 30 batters, three more than a perfect game. After three games, Wilson leads the Goldsox in batting with a hefty .400 average.
For Friday, March 10, 1972

IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY: Invest your money in a worthwhile company this week, like the Eithierther Ow Company. It will make you a lot of money and help break your Uncle Alex, who is the unscrupulous chairman of the board of the company. Alex has plans to slip to Alberta with the company's capital, not to be confounded with the country's capital, which is Ottawa.

AQUARIUS: The sands of time slip from their position in the hourglass, and slide gracefully into the lower lobe, marking the passage of all the fine days, and fascinating the simple-minded.

ARIES: Were you aware there were no plans made for your birthday? In fact, there were several precautions made in the other direction. To quote a famous street gang, "Your parents didn't want to have you, but somehow you were bad." That means that you have owed society a terrible debt for the past several years, and society is now here to collect. Quickly disguise yourself as a brainless planarian and crawl under some convenient rock, and roll.

TARUS: Moo, Moo, Moo. Move to India, strap a bump on your back and you'll be revered, Moo! You'll never be revered until you've died, and only then because you left a vacant seat in your Humanities class.

GEMINI: You are clever, witty, charming, pleasant to be with, delightful to talk to, and extremely well educated. You make conversations come alive, and dull parties become exhilarating. All Virgo virgins, offer the finest cheese!

LEO: Baff, Bear, Baff. Baff. You stand up to the strongest wind like a lion, but find yourself split to pieces by cutting remarks, like a paper tiger. Zip, Zip! (Amogh! Silt to the quick.) Just because I like blood, it's hard for me to avoid telling you that your breath smells, your fingers are not the right length, and you have too many feet. Now die, Yankee dog! All persons interested in appearing in the play or working on the technical aspects are urged to attend.

LIBRA: Did you know your teeth don't meet in the middle? That's caused by lying through them.

SCORPIO: Stand where you are, knit! Click, click, click, click. Thou art unamused through with my sharp-edged saber. Thou art helpless, Thou art at the mercy of my zevvy, thou villain. I love fard Flynn.

SAGITTARIUS: You old bag. What makes you think you can tell anyone anything about realities, when you're not even sure if your left side meets your right? You are a cripple with hair too long, and mind-snap too short.

CAPRICORN: You are going to be gently wounded this week and will not take proper care of it. Your wound will slowly get larger and larger, until it takes over your entire body, and you fall into it. Ugh.